Training for 2014

Includes a
copy of Reach
support for
living

REACH SUPPORT FOR LIVING - AN INTRODUCTION
This workshop, co-facilitated with an expert by experience, will introduce you to new Reach
resource. We will bring the resource to life, share tips, inspire and challenge each other to stay
focused on the true principles of support for living. The aim is to agree a plan for facilitating a

Reach review in your agency.
Launched in November 2013
Reach: Support for living an
ordinary life was developed
to:
•

•

•

•

clarify the standards of
support for living to ensure
that ‘supported living’
doesn’t become a model
that people can simply
tick as ‘achieved’.
ensure that in the current
climate of dwindling
financial resources and
tightening budgets, we
remain committed to
quality support
show how Reach can be
useful to people with
direct payments or
personal budgets.
ensure we all focus on
supporting ordinary lives
based on Human Rights.

The course explores :
• how both the It’s My Life
and the Service review
elements can be
embedded to improve how
you listen to all those
supported to improve the
quality of support
• your understanding of the
eleven Reach standards
and what needs to be seen,
heard, felt or evidenced for
each
• the free online resources
available to support your
use of Reach
• the principles of Support for
Living (Supported Living)
• how you can link Reach
with Driving up Quality and
regulatory requirements e.g.
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What will you gain from the training?
• an understanding of the fundamentals
of how to bring Reach support for living
to life

COURSE INFO AND COST

• a draft plan of action and team of
people identified as the Reach Review
team
• tips and skills to facilitate creative
discussions engage a range of people
in your organisation in your Reach
reviews

Course length:

1 day

Facilitators:

2

Cost:

£675
(plus expense and VAT)

• an understanding of how to facilitate a
Reach support for living review in your
agency

Places:

Who is the course for?
People supported, family members,
support workers, managers, finance and
human resource managers, trustees,
CEO’s and commissioners.

Max 14
people

This course is
co-facilitated
with a self
advocate

‘A practica
l , interactiv
e course
which reall
y brought R
each to life
It helped u
.
s plan how
we could
facilitate a
review in a
way that
would reall
y work in ou
r agency ’
Manager in
Birmingham

Booking and Enquiries
Please see www.paradigm-uk.org
E-mail: admin@paraigm-uk.org
Call: 020 8870 8643
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